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1. Executive Summary
Introduction
This technical report covers the navigational safety and utility aspects associated with the
America’s Cup 36 (AC36) development project Proposal. This report has been prepared in
support of the resource consent applications to Auckland Council for the syndicate base
infrastructure and event infrastructure for the 36th America’s Cup regatta by Panuku
Development Auckland (Panuku).
The report covers both the developments directly associated with the AC36 activity – that
are associated with the developments within the Wynyard/Viaduct area – as well as the
development required to support those maritime activities that need to be relocated to make
way for the AC36 development.
The report sets the marine context for Freemans Bay and the Wynyard/Viaduct area and the
west-facing seawall of the Wynyard reclaim – these being the areas involved in the marine
developments.

Marine Environment and Use
The relatively exposed areas open to the northerly quarter, and to some extent the northeast; result in the need to construct breakwaters at each location. The exposed aspects
resulting from wind and wake also means that the areas of sheltered water created by the
breakwaters offer only limited utility in terms of the number of vessels beyond the race boats
that can be accommodated.
The Proposal is to have four teams operating out of the Outer Viaduct Basin, and the other
four out of the newly formed Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace. All nine J Class yachts that
currently race will be able to be accommodated in the Outer Viaduct Basin, while, dependent
on the vessels berthed, in the region of eighteen mid-sized superyachts can be
Mediterranean moored within the Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace and possibly a further
thirteen in the Outer Viaduct Basin.
The ferry and fishing activities will be relocated to the Ferry and Fishing Industry Relocation
Facility (FFIRF) on the west-facing seawall of the Wynyard Reclaim. This facility will
accommodate up to three Sealink ferries, together with the Sanfords and Auckland Fishing
Port (AFP) fishing vessels.
The other displaced maritime activity, Auckland Seaplanes, is likely to be relocated to an
area with less interaction with other on-water activity.
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Safety of Existing Shipping
The Proposal is shaped in part to ensure that the existing use of the Wynyard Wharf (north)1
and Princes Wharf2 is not compromised. This in practice limits the extent and positioning of
the proposed breakwaters. Clear manoeuvring areas are thus maintained for tankers at
Wynyard and other vessels at Princes Wharf.

Utility
The AC36 race boats will be lightweight and so will be lively when in berthing and towing
mode. In addition, the AC36 race boats can be expected to be frequently lifted into and out
of the water, typically at the start and end of each day, with their rigs attached. It is therefore
important that the water the boats are berthed in, and manoeuvre through, is as settled as is
reasonably practicable. Team New Zealand has indicated that the maximum tolerable wave
height in this area is 0.1 metres.
The constraints created by the need to maintain the tanker and Princes Wharf operations
result in limiting the length and positioning of the proposed breakwaters. The initial wave
climate modelling suggests that some bases may not have sufficiently calm water under
certain wave conditions. However, any model has uncertainty and so the actual wave
climate at the base pontoons will only be known for sure once built.
If the water conditions do exceed the conditions required for boat launching then there may
be days when, although racing could be undertaken, some teams may not be able to launch
and recover – therefore impacting the race programme. Dependent on the later wave
modelling, further detailed local design refinement may be necessary to achieve the required
conditions.

Limited Superyacht Berthing
The proposed development affords limited superyacht berthing space. It is expected the
Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace area will afford up to eighteen berths in the 40 to 60
metres length range – the exact number being dependent on the size of vessels. In addition,
thirteen berths for 40 metre vessels may be able to be found in the Outer Viaduct Basin.
However, Navigatus has been advised that the number of superyachts expected for AC36
range in number from 60 to 120, and so accommodating these vessels may prove
problematic. It may be necessary to accommodate some of these vessels elsewhere possibly at anchor in the wider harbour area.

1

For clarity this report refers to the wharf area forming the northern part of Wynyard Wharf as
Wynyard Wharf (north); this equates to the POAL berth designations, WD and northern part of WB.
2

For clarity the western side of Princes Wharf as discussed in this report extends over the berths
designated by POAL as PA, PB and PC.
3
The SAN TANGARIRO and its sister ship the SAN RAKAIA are the largest in the Sanford inshore
2
fleet.
For clarity the western side of Princes Wharf as discussed in this report extends over the berths
4
designated
For clarity by
thisPOAL
refersas
toPA,
the PB
wharf
andarea
PC.defined as POAL berths PB and PC.
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Maritime Safety
While the Proposal involves high levels of maritime activity, given that the design has
considered the need to protect the manoeuvring areas of the tankers and other large
vessels, and given appropriate and practicable operational measures, no significant maritime
safety implications have been identified.
Similarly, the high level of water-borne activity during construction of the facilities will require
operational controls. It is proposed that this would be managed by means of a Maritime
Safety Management Plan purposely developed in consultation with the Harbour Master and
Ports of Auckland Limited (POAL).
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2. Introduction
Navigatus Consulting has been engaged by Panuku Development Auckland (Panuku) to
provide advice on navigational safety and utility for the America’s Cup 36 (AC36)
development project. This report and assessment is submitted in support of the resource
consent applications to Auckland Council for:
1. The syndicate base infrastructure and event infrastructure for the 36th America’s Cup
regatta by Panuku.
2. The relocation of the ferry and fishing industry to a new facility within the Wynyard
Quarter, by Panuku.

2.1. Base Infrastructure and event infrastructure
In 2017, Emirates Team New Zealand (ETNZ) defeated Oracle Team USA 7 – 1 in the 35th
America’s Cup regatta in Bermuda. The 36th America’s Cup regatta is scheduled to be held
in Auckland in 2021. It is proposed to establish the America’s Cup bases in and around
Wynyard Basin, which is located along part of Auckland’s City Centre waterfront. This
includes Hobson Wharf, the Halsey Wharf Extension and Wynyard Wharf, including the
surrounding water space.
Navigatus has been advised that ETNZ have indicated that up to eight syndicates will
compete for the America’s Cup in Auckland. Five of the bases will be double bases (suitable
for teams with two boats) and three of the bases will be single bases (one boat teams). The
bases consist of a 15m high building over approximately half of the base area and an area of
hardstand over the other half. The dimensions of the bases vary in size, with the single
bases being generally 85 x 35 metres and the double bases being a variety of larger sizes.
The base sizes and locations are identified on the plans attached to the resource consent
application.
In order to facilitate four of the bases, an extension to Hobson Wharf and the Halsey
Extension Wharf / Western Viaduct Wharf will be required. Part of the water space between
Wynyard Wharf and Brigham Street will also be covered by a wharf extension (part
temporary and part permanent) in order to facilitate the other three bases. All of the base
buildings will be temporary with the exception of the Base 1, which is proposed to be located
on the Hobson Wharf extension. Refer the plan overleaf at Figure 1. Permanent wharf areas
‘post event’ are anticipated to provide for a range of maritime industry marine related
recreational and other commercial and public uses.'''
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Figure 1 – Wynyard Basin layout!

It is understood that the ‘event’ period associated with AC36 will take place over a 6-month
period commencing December 2020 culminating in May 2021. This event period will include
a challenger series (such as the Prada Cup) and supporting and complementary regatta with
the AC36 races held in March 2021. During the event additional signage, lighting, live music
and supporting structures will be located within the Viaduct and Wynyard area. Resource
consent is sought for the event envelope and effects including traffic, lighting, noise,
additional structures and the management of public spaces within the Wynyard and Viaduct
areas in the immediate vicinity of the AC36 bases are addressed in the relevant sections of
the application material.
In addition to the planning Assessment of Environmental Effects, multiple technical reports
have been prepared in order to outline and assess the matters relevant to this application this reports being one of these. This report should be read alongside the other
complementary assessments provided as part of the application material.
The above activities will occur within the Wynyard Quarter Precinct, the Viaduct Harbour
Precinct and the City Centre/General Coastal Marine Zones. The Proposal will also require
various consents under the overlays and Auckland-wide provisions of the Auckland Unitary
Plan; these are outlined in detail in the planning Assessment of Environmental Effects.
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2.2. Ferry and Fishing Industry Relocation Facility
The Auckland Fishing Fleet and Sanford’s (collectively termed the ‘fishing industry’) and
Sealink currently operate from existing facilities located on Wynyard Wharf, Halsey Wharf
Extension and Western Viaduct Wharf. A new facility for the fishing industry and Sealink
ferry, referred to as the Ferry and Fishing Industry Relocation Facility (FFIRF), is proposed
to be established on the western shore-line of Wynyard Point.
The new facility will involve the construction of a purpose-built facility on land and within the
coastal marine area adjacent to at 108 Hamer Street (referred to as the Hamer Street Yard).
Resource Consent will be sought for the infrastructure and enabling works.
The FFIRF will provide for fishing vessel berthage and ‘alongside’ access to enable loading
and unloading of vessels. The landward facilities will include associated parking and
servicing areas to support this maritime use. The Sealink Facility provides for berthage and
loading and unloading facilities for three vessels, associated maritime passenger facility and
vehicle queuing, and manoeuvring areas. Access to FFIRF will be provided from Hamer
Street.
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3. Context
3.1. Development Locations
The development of the Wynyard area to prepare for the AC36 event requires development
of the Halsey and Wynyard areas, which will require the relocation of a number of existing
users. These users therefore need alternative locations to be prepared ahead of their
relocation. This report covers both the developments required by the AC36 event as well as
the developments required at the FFIRF that is proposed to be located south of Wynyard
Point on the western shore line of Wynyard reclaim (refer Figure 2 below).

Figure 2 Location naming convention

An overview of the locations of the proposed developments is shown overleaf in Figure 3.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the main element, the Wynyard Basin development (AC36) is
located within Freemans Bay while the FFIRF is situated on the western shore line of
Wynyard reclaim.
Both of these sites are exposed to weather from the open northern quarter, so each
development will need to be engineered to offer protection to boats and other vessels from
weather from this direction in particular.
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Figure 3 - Overview of harbour and Proposal area
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3.1.1. Waitematā Harbour
Auckland (Waitematā) Harbour is used extensively for a range of commercial and
recreational activities. Commercial vessels navigating the water in the area of Freemans Bay
and Wynyard Point range from; coastal oil tankers of up to 183 metres overall length (LOA),
ferries carrying people and vehicles. Also active in the area is a wide variety of private and
commercial yachts and motor craft, alongside kayaks and stand up paddleboards. Of note,
Westhaven Marina to the west of Wynyard Point berths nearly 2000 small craft while other
boat harbour and facilities accessed by the same waterway add significantly to this figure.
That said, a large proportion of the recreational craft berthed in the marina get limited use.
Many boat races, resulting in clusters of sailing yachts, are held in the immediate area of the
harbour. It is also noted that there is some traffic passing the area including bulk carriers
taking cargo to the Chelsea Sugar works and Navy armaments depot.

3.1.2. Freemans Bay
Freemans Bay maritime facilities consist of Wynyard Wharf to the west, Princes Wharf to the
east and North Wharf, Halsey Wharf, Western Viaduct Wharf and Hobson Wharf to the
south.
The northern part of Wynyard Wharf is currently used for tanker operations (mainly coastal
and inshore tankers) including from time to time the navy’s tanker, while the southern part of
the wharf is used for berthing mid-size vessels such as very large superyachts. For the
purposes of this report, the northern part is referred to as ‘Wynyard Wharf (north)’; this
equates to the POAL berths WD and northern part of WB. The southern part of the wharf is
referred to as ‘Wynyard Wharf (south)’; this equates to the POAL berths WA and part of WB.
Sealink and Auckland Seaplanes currently use the southern end of Wynyard Wharf (south).
The seaward facing Western Viaduct Wharf and Halsey Wharf are used for the berthing of
barges and other commercial vessels able to handle the somewhat exposed location.
The Maritime Museum is located in the south-eastern corner of Freemans Bay, directly
opposite Princes Wharf. The Museum’s vessels are typically berthed alongside pontoons
and fingers in this area.
Viaduct Harbour is accessed by vessels directly from Freemans Bay while keeping to the
west of the shoal (marked by buoys) that is directly north of Western Viaduct Wharf.

3.1.3. Viaduct Harbour
The Viaduct Harbour is formed of two basins, the Outer and the Inner, connected by a wide
channel spanned by a lifting bridge. The Inner basin is particularly sheltered and used as a
marina by a wide range of private and charter vessels, most of which are serviced by
pontoons. A mix of private boats, as well as charter and commercial fishing vessels use the
Outer Basin. As with the inner basin, most vessels are serviced by pontoons. The maximum
length of vessel allowed in the Viaduct Harbour is 55 metres.
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3.1.4. Wynyard Reclaim – Western Shoreline
The northern end of the western stone-faced sea wall of the Wynyard reclaim area is
currently not utilised for water based maritime activities. The FFIRF is to be sited north of
the Titan and Sanford areas. Similar to Western Viaduct Wharf, this sea wall is exposed to
the north and west.

3.1.5. Sea Conditions
As mentioned above, while sheltered from the south and west, the two locations in the
Proposal are exposed to winds in the northerly quarter and, to some extent, both the west
and the east. While wind roses for Auckland Airport, Whenuapai Aerodrome and Mechanics
Bay are available, no wind rose could be sourced for the local Wynyard area. Given the mix
of open sea and relatively hilly surrounding area, none of the three available can be applied
directly to the Wynyard area. The computer generated area wind rose (that models the
Auckland area) (Figure 4) does however reflect the open airflow for the general area. This
shows that whilst the prevailing wind for the Auckland region is south-westerly, the wind
blows from the north-west through to the north-east a proportion of the time.
Wind from the largely open west, north and east directions are only partly disrupted by the
Stanley Point shoreline – else these directions are largely open. Wind from these directions
blows across the clear water off of Freemans Bay and can generate noticeable fetch (wind
generated surface waves) that even on fine days can form white caps. Conversely, the main
land form and the city shelter the bay from southerly winds.
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Figure 4- Auckland Area Wind Rose

The Waitematā harbour is a relatively busy harbour with large numbers of commercial ferries
and recreational craft transiting east and west as well as ferries operating north and south.
These vessels create wake that can combine with the fetch to create unsettled surface
conditions.
These surface conditions mean that any north facing wharf in Freemans Bay can currently
only be routinely used by commercial vessels able to handle the movement and repeated
impact with the wharfs or larger vessels with the mass to cancel out the wave induced
movement.

3.2. Current Activity
3.2.1. Maritime Traffic
3.2.1.1.

Waitemata Harbour

BECA Ltd has recently prepared a marine traffic report based on a vessel traffic survey
carried out over a spring weekday/weekend period from Friday 24th to Monday 27th
November 2017. Over the four-day period, the survey recorded 2941 vessels crossing a
reference line extending north-east across the harbour from Freemans Bay. Whilst there
were 367 ferry or cruise ships, the majority (1892) were recreational motorboats. Of note in
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total only 50 vessels transited within Freemans Bay. This indicates that Freemans Bay had a
low level of activity compared with the Waitematā Harbour during this period.
Whilst the survey indicated a moderately busy harbour the survey was carried out over one
weekend in late spring and traffic can be expected to increase as the summer season
develops. In particular, the harbour sees very heavy marine traffic for special events such as
the Auckland Anniversary Regatta. It is noted that the Maritime Transport Act 1994 gives the
Harbour Master broad powers to ensure the safety of maritime activity and so s/he is able to
manage the water space over both normal and busy periods.
3.2.1.2.

Westhaven

A vessel count was undertaken at Westhaven Marina on the Friday of Labour Weekend
2016 (21st October); this was when the Coastal Classic Yacht Race was due to start and
was one of the marina’s busiest weekends of the year. The count showed 19 vessels
vacating via the western entrance and 236 via the eastern entrance.

3.2.2. Viaduct Basin Users
The Viaduct Harbour, consisting of the Outer and Inner Viaduct basins as well as Lighter
Quay, is used by a number of recreational and commercial vessels. The vessels range from
modest yachts and launches (approximately 10 metres LOA to sizeable vessels, which could
be classed as superyachts (45 metres or more LOA). The Harbour Master currently sets the
limit for vessels in these basins at 55m LOA. Commercial vessels generally dominate the
movements in the Viaduct basin.
The Viaduct Harbour offers calm water conditions over the majority of its area. Some areas
of the Outer Basin may experience less calm, but still acceptable water states, due largely to
the effect of wake from vessels passing Freemans Bay.

3.2.3. Local Fishing Fleet
The Auckland fishing fleet consists of vessels owned by Sanford and Auckland Fishing Port
(AFP) fisheries. The vessels are all employed for inshore fishing. The Sanford boats range
from 19 to 32 metres LOA, with a beam of 10 metres and a maximum draught of 4.2
metres3. The other fishing boats are smaller with the largest at 20 metres LOA.
The Sanford vessels are currently routinely berthed alongside the west facing Halsey Wharf
and north facing Western Viaduct Wharf. This area offers sufficient water space for the
vessels to be able to manoeuvre and berth. However, as the area is unprotected from waves
and wake coming from the northern quadrant, it can become quite unsettled at times. This
makes it unsuitable for the berthing of recreational craft.
The AFP vessels are berthed in the Outer Viaduct Basin. This offers sheltered water space
sufficient for manoeuvring and berthing.

3

The SAN TANGARIRO and its sister ship the SAN RAKAIA are the largest in the Sanford inshore
fleet.
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3.2.4. Wynyard Wharf Tanker Operations
The petrochemical storage tanks will continue to be in service at Wynyard Point throughout
AC36 races. This will mean that petrochemical tankers will continue to require access to
Wynyard Wharf (north) throughout the event/ racing period.
The tankers are operated by Coastal Oil Logistics Limited (COLL) with pilotage and tug
support provided by Ports of Auckland Limited (POAL). The tanker operations are irregular,
but currently is typically one visit per month for the coastal tanker and more frequently for the
smaller bunkering tankers. Tankers always require tug assistance to arrive and depart. In
addition they must be able to propel by means of their main engines.
Tankers typically berth alongside Wynyard Wharf (north) ‘starboard side to’, thus the stern is
positioned to the north, and the bow to the south but can also berth ‘port side to’ (bow to the
north). The tankers are positioned longitudinally on the berth so that their discharge
connections align with the shore side manifold array on the wharf. This determines the
position of the vessel’s extremities relative to the wharf. This is known as the ‘meterage’,
which is marked every 10 metres on the wharf, starting on the southern end of Wynyard
Wharf (south). Vessels have known ‘inner end’ measurements, which are aligned to the
relevant meterage marks on the wharf.
The tanker operation generates a requirement for an area of clear water to allow for the ship
and tugs to manoeuvre safely. The thrust of the main engine also requires an area clear of
structures immediately astern of the ship. The implications of these requirements on the
design of the Proposal are discussed later in this report.
The coastal type tankers expected to use Wynyard Wharf is typified by the MV KAKARIKI,
which has a LOA of 183 metres, a draught of 10.5 metres, and a beam of 32.2 metres. While
the exact length of other similar tankers differ by a few metres, 183m LOA represents the
nominal maximum vessel length. This maximum length is determined both by the extent of
the dredged wharf pocket and by the positioning of the wharf mounted connection manifold.
Currently there is sufficient water space available to the east of the wharf (between the wharf
and the shoal) for the tankers and tugs to operate without standing restrictions. Wynyard
Wharf (north) is open to waves and wake from the northern to eastern quarter; however, the
relatively large displacement of the tankers means that these vessels are not affected.

3.2.5. Sealink Ferry Operations
Sealink operate a roll on roll off (RORO) vehicle and passenger ferry service from the corner
of Wynyard Wharf (south) and North Wharf. The ferries are able to dock and depart without
assistance using their own propulsion. The ferries carry out frequent sailings with three
return voyages every weekday to Waiheke Island, plus an additional return voyage on
Friday, and one return voyage Tuesday to Friday to Great Barrier Island.
Water access to the current ferry ramp is constrained by being located in the corner of two
wharfs, but still offers sufficient sea room for the ferry operations. The ferries have
unrestricted access, even when the berths on Wynyard Wharf are occupied by relatively
large ships and the berths to the west of Halsey Wharf by fishing vessels. The water space
between Wynyard and Halsey wharfs is unprotected from wind from the north-east and wake
from passing vessels.
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3.2.6. Seaplane Operations
Auckland Seaplanes lease a boarding platform and office facilities from Sealink. The
boarding platform is situated alongside Wynyard Wharf (south) just to the north of the
Sealink ramp. The company operates two De Havilland Beaver seaplanes under New
Zealand Civil Aviation Authority rules and provides charter and tourist scenic flights seven
days a week during day light hours. The seaplanes taxi from the boarding platform at slow
speed out of Freemans Bay to the Waitematā harbour where they accelerate to take off into
the wind. They land on the harbour – again into the wind - and then taxi at slow speed back
to the boarding platform. The seaplanes are berthed at the boarding platform and do not
require the support of any other vessel.
The seaplanes have open water space to approach and depart their berth but at times have
the potential to conflict with other on-water activity. As with the ferry ramp, the seaplane
platform is open to wind form the north-east and wake from passing vessels.

3.2.7. Princes Wharf Operations
Princes Wharf is controlled by POAL and the northern two berths on the western side are
occasionally used for the berthing of large vessels4. It is understood that POAL have an
agreement with property leaseholders on Princes Wharf that only ‘white fleet’ ships (i.e. not
cargo ships) will berth on the wharf. Thus typically ships berthing there are navy and
research ships, and superyachts. Some of these vessels, notably the navy ships, require
tugs to berth which means there is a requirement for a manoeuvring area clear of obstacles.
Currently there is sufficient water space for all routine operations.
This area is open to wave and wake from the north and, to an extent, the west. In addition,
the ferry wake from the ferry terminal in the basin to the east of Princes Wharf is reported to
pass under the wharf, causing some issues to vessels berthed on the western side of
Princes Wharf.

3.2.8. Maritime Museum Operations
The Maritime Museum occupies the eastern side of Hobson Wharf. Several vessels are
berthed alongside and on finger pontoons. The training vessel SPIRIT OF NEW ZEALAND
also berths in this area on the southern end of Princes Wharf.
The area is open to wind and wake from the north. A large historical floating crane is
permanently moored to the north of the museum to act as a breakwater. It is reported that
this is only partially effective at protecting the other moored historical vessels.
There is sufficient water space available for all vessels to berth comfortably in this area. It is
noted that the floating crane is held in position by heavy chain and anchors that could cause
issues for other vessels setting an anchor to the north and east of the floating crane; this
submerged obstacle is shown on the maritime chart.

4

For clarity this refers to the wharf area defined as POAL berths PB and PC.
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4. AC36 Event Maritime Development - Proposal
4.1. Factors
The following factors influence the maritime aspects of the Proposal. The Maritime areas
that are formed as part of the Proposal are shown in Figure 7 at Appendix A.

4.1.1. General layout
During the AC36 event the race teams will operate their race boats from either the Outer
Viaduct Basin or the newly formed basin (hereafter referred to as the Wynyard Wharf South
Waterspace). It is proposed that each team base will include a shore area and a water area
equipped with floating pontoons.
The Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace will also need to accommodate small to mid-sized
superyachts. Most of these will be berthed stern-to the wharf with floating pontoons along
the wharf face accessed by gangways. A small number of smaller superyachts will likely be
able to berth alongside North Wharf.
The remaining smaller areas will be used for race support boats.

4.1.2. Breakwaters
Given the need to provide shelter for the race boats and the visiting superyachts, as well as
retain shelter for the Maritime Museum, a number of breakwaters are proposed. The exact
position of these has been determined to enable continued safe access to the Wynyard
Wharf’s northern oiling berth (berth WD) and Princes Wharf (berths PB and PC) to meet the
existing needs. Further details of these constraints are given below.

4.2. AC 36 Race Boat Design and Operation
The design requirements for the AC36 race boats have not been finalised; however, we
understand from ETNZ the following characteristics of the race boats are unlikely to change:
•

Maximum of 75 feet (22.9 metres) LOA;

•

Maximum draught of 5m; this will be when the race boats are in berthing and,
possibly, towing mode;

•

Maximum beam of the race boat hulls will be 5m;

•

When in berthing mode the appendages and foils will add one metre each side of
the race boats (i.e. the beam will be 7m);

•

The race boats will not have any form of auxiliary engine for propulsion, and so
will need to be manoeuvred/towed by team support boats until the race boat is
able to raise and power its sails i.e. in the harbour well clear of its berth;

•

The overall width of the combination of the race boat and the support boat in
close tow is likely to be about 12 metres;
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•

The race boats are expected to weigh about 5 tonnes and so will be lightweight
boats for their size; and

•

The rig are understood to consist of wing masts with soft sails and so somewhat
easier to handle than the full wing masts seen on the catamaran America’s Cup
boats.

Whilst the race boats will have some weight in their foils to act as a counterbalance allowing
for stability at rest and capsize recovery, the light displacement can be expected to result in
relatively lively boats. It is expected that the race boats will therefore be comparatively
unstable and require careful handling and calm water at their berths.
It is understood that the race boats will be lifted from the water with their masts rigged and
stored ashore overnight. The light weight of the boats together with partial wing masts will
make them particularly vulnerable to wind gusts. If the boats have a fixed ‘wing’ sail as seen
in the previous competition then they may be lifted with this sail attached; this would notably
increase the craft’s vulnerability to wind gusts. The boat lifting areas will therefore need to be
sheltered from the wind as far as possible.

4.3. Superyachts
Superyacht is a generic term for a large privately owned vessel with a LOA of 24 metres or
greater. These craft are becoming progressively more numerous and larger. In 2011 there
were 5,750 superyachts, comprising, 81% motor yachts, and 19% sailing vessels. Whilst in
1985 there were only about 300 superyachts of greater than 30 metres in length, by 2013 a
60-metre superyacht would not make it into ‘the top 100’ vessel listing.
Superyachts are characterised by their size, the number of crew and the luxury aboard. As
noted above, new build superyachts are getting progressively larger with many now more
than 100 metres LOA, putting them in a size class with naval frigates, and so are better
considered as small ships.
The size of the superyacht also determines the number of professional crew aboard. The
smaller 30 metre (LOA) craft typically have a crew of only 8, whilst vessels over 100 metres
LOA can have a complement of more than 70. The number of crew gives an indication of the
level of service demanded by superyacht owners, and their expectation for access to shoreside facilities.

4.3.1. Superyacht Mooring Options
It is noted that part of the AC36 development area may be used for superyacht mooring or
berthing. These are primarily on the North Wharf, to the western side of Halsey Wharf, and
inside the Viaduct Harbour.
There are three main superyacht-mooring arrangements; Mediterranean mooring, berthing
alongside and finger-berthing.
Mediterranean mooring
Mediterranean mooring is a stern-to mooring arrangement where vessels lay bow anchors
some distance ahead of their berthed location and tie the stern to a wharf or pontoon.
Alternatively mooring blocks are laid as an alternative to the bow anchors; the vessels then
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pick up prepositioned lines attached to the mooring blocks. Mediterranean mooring allows
for very efficient use of wharf length and for flexibility in mooring vessels of differing sizes.
However, the vessel bow anchor lines associated with Mediterranean mooring arrangements
could present an underwater hazard to vessels crossing in front of the moored vessels,
which could in turn restricts the water space available.
Berthing alongside
This is the common side-to berthing arrangement where vessels tie up alongside the wharf
or wharf pontoon that runs along the wharf face. This has minimal impact on the water space
available but restricts the number of vessels than can berth on the available wharf length.
Finger berthing
Finger berthing is a stern-to berthing arrangement where vessels tie up alongside a pontoon
fixed perpendicular to a wharf face, usually with a pile placed off of the outer end of the
pontoon. Other vessels can pass safely by the pile allowing good use of the water space.
The fingers also allow easy access to the vessels. Finger berthing allows for efficient use of
the wharf length, although the fingers mean fewer vessels can be accommodated and there
is far less flexibility on the size of vessel berthed.
Choice of berthing arrangements
The suitability of these mooring/berthing arrangements depends on the local conditions, the
ease of access and the efficiency of water use required. The final berthing arrangements will
be determined ahead of the AC36 event once there is greater insight into user demand and
types of vessels – in particular for superyachts associated with race teams.

4.4. J Class Race Yachts
J Class race yachts are large sailing craft complying with the ‘Universal Rule’ used for racing
boats from 1903. In particular this rule was used to determine eligibility for the America’s
Cup from 1914 to 1937. The J Class was revived in the year 2000 when the then three
surviving boats were again raced. This saw the construction of replica boats bringing the
current racing fleet size to nine with two other replicas currently on the drawing board. The
historical connection with the America’s Cup has led to the proposed J Class regatta during
or near to the AC36 competition.
The longest J Class yacht (WHIRLWIND) is 139’ LOA (42.4 metres) while with a beam of up
to 6.5 metres and draught of 4.5 metres can be considered representative of the class.
These boats typically race with a full complement of about twenty-four.
The J Class boats now regularly race during major events such as the America’s Cup. While
six raced in Bermuda during the 35th America’s Cup, it is understood that eight or possibly all
nine may attend and race during AC36.
Given the limited space available in the proposed Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace, it is
intended that once the J Class arrive they will be berthed stern-to in the Viaduct Outer Basin.
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5. Development Design Factors
5.1. Maritime Design factors – Wynyard/Viaduct Area
The following factors have influenced the maritime aspects of the Proposal.

5.1.1. Swept Depths
The swept depth (declared depth) is the depth of water available that is guaranteed to be
clear of all obstacles including the seabed. In practical terms this is the depth that the water
that is confirmed to be clear after dredging and construction. The swept depth is recorded as
charted depth and expressed relative to Chart Datum.
As noted earlier the draught of the race boats is expected to be 5 metres. Given this, the
race boats will need a minimum swept depth of 5.5 metres clear to allow for boat heel
(sideways tilt) and vertical motion due to wave action and vessel manoeuvring.
A charted depth of 5.5 metres will also offer sufficient clearance for all but very rare
exceptions of superyachts, as well as J Class racing yachts (which have a maximum draught
of 4.9m).

5.1.2. Turning Area Requirements
AS39625, Guidelines for the Design of Marinas, states that marina manoeuvring areas
should have a width of at least 20 metres or 1.5 times the overall length of the longest boat
to use the marina. This width is designed to allow vessels to turn in the basin and then
precede to either their berths or to exit the marina. The race boats are expected to be 22.9
metres LOA and so will nominally need a turning circle of 34.4 metres. A superyacht of say
60 metres LOA would therefore require a turning circle of 90 metres. The turning circles and
marina channels will need to be confirmed clear of all obstructions down to the declared
swept depth.

5.1.3. Channel Width Requirements
The AS3962 guidelines state a minimum entrance width of the greater of; 20 metres, the
overall length of the longest boat plus 2 metres, or five times the beam of the broadest
mono-hull boat in the marina. The preferred width is 30 metres or 5 times the beam of the
broadest mono-hull boat in the marina. The standard also notes that, in order to minimise the
penetration of waves into a boat harbour it is permissible to narrow the width of the entrance
channel to a minimum width of 15m or 3 times the beam of the broadest mono-hull boat.

5

AS3962 - 2001, Guidelines for the Design of Marinas, is the Australian Standard, produced by
Standards Australia, which provides a set of advice and recommendations for common marina
facilities. It is aimed at marinas for recreational craft and small commercial vessels up to 50 m in
length. The Australian Standard is considered the correct reference as no NZ Standard is in place.
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AC36 race boats
The appendages and foils on the race boats make them a special case, and it is noted that
the guidelines do not mention catamarans, trimarans or similar vessels. It is also noted that
the race boats may not be as stable as normal monohull boats, but the crews of the race
boats and support boats will all be very experienced. It is Navigatus’ considered opinion that
the minimum entrance width for the race boats should be 36 metres, that is 3 times the
expected beam of the race boat and support boat combination.
Superyachts
Navigatus notes that superyachts will also enter into the newly formed Wynyard Wharf South
Waterspace and the existing Viaduct Harbour.
Superyachts of up to 45 metres LOA routinely berth in the Viaduct Harbour. The current
entrance is 40 metres wide and, given the lack of historical incidents, it is clear that this will
be sufficient for the superyachts attending AC36. The PIANC Guidelines Design and
Operational Guidelines for Superyacht Facilities6 suggest a minimum entrance channel width
of 3 times the beam of the superyacht, assuming one-way traffic and good conditions. The
guidelines note the mean beam of superyachts with a LOA of 75 to 85 metres is 12.2
metres; thus the existing 40 metre wide entrance will be sufficient.
While the water space between the two new breakwaters protecting this area will be
reasonably open this space will become constrained once vessels are berthed stern-to in the
Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace itself. The LOA of the superyachts likely to use the new
Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace will therefore become more restricted by the actual
available clear water and the extent that the vessel will have to manoeuvre as it makes its
entrance / departure. The intent is ensure the width of the channel to allow for a limited
course change during entry / departure and so a nominal channel width of 4 times the
maximum beam is proposed to be maintained by setting berthing limitations near the
entrance. The final clear water required will need to be determined in practice taking due
account of the vessel’s own handling, and the fact that the masters will have been required
to undergo local training and gain a pilot exemption.
General
As with the turning areas and marina channels, the entrance fairways need to be kept clear
of all obstacles down to the declared depth.

6

PIANC is the World Organisation for Waterborne Transport Infrastructure. Their report No 134
provides information and recommendations on good practice on marinas for superyachts. Whilst not
mandatory their report can be considered expert guidance and state of the art on the subject.
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5.1.4. Sheltered Water
AC36 Race Boats
As noted earlier, the AC36 race boats can be expected to be lively when in berthing and
towing mode. In addition, the race boats will be lifted into and out of the water frequently,
typically at the start and end of each day, with their rigs attached. It is therefore important
that the water the boats are berthed in, and manoeuvre through, is as calm as practicable.
ETNZ has indicated that the maximum tolerable wave height in this area is 0.1 metres.
The initial wave modelling shows that the water for the team bases with the exception of
Base 5 will be calm enough for the race boats – albeit with bases 6, 7 and 8 possibly being
less than ideal. Base 5 might face seas exceeding 0.1m under some conditions. Further
detailed wave modelling will be required to confirm the conditions.
If the water conditions do exceed the required conditions then there may be days when,
although racing could be undertaken, some teams may not be able to launch and recover –
therefore impacting the race programme. Dependent of the later wave modelling, further
wave attenuation options may need to be considered. This could potentially require
consideration of additional wave screens.
Other Craft
The other craft associated with AC36 including the support boats and superyachts will be
able to safely tolerate much rougher water. AS3962 lists criteria for a ‘good’ wave climate in
small craft harbours. This states that a wave height of 0.3 metres should not be exceeded
more than once a year, with the case of beam seas greater than 2 seconds in period having
a wave height of 0.15 metres. The AS3962 notes that a ‘moderate’ wave climate can be
obtained by multiplying the ’good’ wave climate criteria by 1.25 (i.e. a maximum wave height
of 0.375 metres once a year for all but beam seas with a period greater than 2 seconds
where the maximum height is 0.19 metres). The standard notes that for vessels less than 20
metres in length, the most severe wave climate should satisfy ‘moderate’ conditions.
The PIANC guidelines also include recommended wave heights for ‘moderate’ and ‘good’
conditions for head seas (i.e. fore and aft of the vessel) and beam seas (i.e. side-on to the
vessel). For ‘good’ conditions, waves with a ‘return period’ of one year (i.e. occurring once
per year) should not exceed 0.3 metres for head seas, and 0.18 metres for beam seas.
‘Moderate’ conditions increase these wave heights to 0.375 metres and 0.19 metres
respectively. The criteria for a return period of one month reduce the maximum heights for
‘good’ conditions to 0.2 metre for head seas and 0.1 metre for beam seas. The guidelines
also note that the general common practice is that significant wave heights should be 0.3
metre or less for small craft marinas.
Freemans Bay – Large Vessels
It is noted that the initial wave modelling shows that the water within the Viaduct Outer Basin
and the Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace is likely to be calm enough for support vessels
and superyachts. However, the conditions on the north side of Halsey Extension Wharf and
Hobson Wharf will be such that mooring will only be suitable for vessels large enough to
ride comfortably on bow lines in open water conditions; this will be typically vessels over
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70 metres in length. Alongside mooring in this area will not be suitable for superyachts.
However, it is also noted that the water depth currently limits the size and type of
vessels that can operate and moor at this location. Given the shallow water, only shallow
depth barges and small fishing boats currently routinely berth on this north-facing wharf.

5.1.5. Limited Superyacht Berthing Space
The proposed development affords limited superyacht berthing space. It is likely the
Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace area will afford up to eighteen berths in the 40 to 60metres length range. The space adjacent to Team Base 1 could also offer berthage in the
60-metre range. In addition, there could be scope for an additional twelve 40-metre berths in
the Outer Viaduct Basin.
Given it has been suggested that the numbers of superyachts expected to attend the AC36
event range from 60 to 120, a figure of 80 would seem to be a reasonable figure to plan for.
Whatever the final number, it is to be expected that the majority of the vessels will need to
be accommodated elsewhere within the wider harbour area – whether alongside, or at
anchor.

5.1.6. Need for Pontoons
Pontoons are required for safe access to race and support boats and superyachts. In areas
with relatively large tidal ranges (the difference between low tide and high tide), such as
Auckland, these pontoons need to be floating to ensure a reasonable vertical distance
between the pontoon and the vessel gunwale or boarding platform.
The AS3962 guidelines include a series of requirements for pontoon walkways and fingers
for smaller vessels such as the race support craft. Of note, the minimum width for walkways
is recommended as 1.5 metres, increasing to 2.4 metres for those over 200 metres long.
The current plans for pontoons for the race-boats and support boats follow those used in the
previous America’s Cup events.
The PIANC guidelines for superyacht also has guidelines for walkways and fingers; these
reflect the increased demands of superyacht operations and state a typical minimum dock
width for main and marginal walkways is 5 metres, and typical minimum finger width of 3
metres. The PIANC guidelines also state that typical freeboard heights (i.e. the height of the
walkway above the water) are 0.61 to 0.915 metres, with a minimum of 0.75 metres
recommended for superyachts less than 50 to 60 metres LOA, and a minimum of 0.915
metres recommended for larger superyachts. It is noted that the current plan is for 4 metre
wide pontoons with a freeboard of 0.75 to 1.0 metres for the superyachts. This is below the
PIANC guidelines. However, these pontoons are based on the arrangements that have
proved successful at Silo Marina, which handles superyachts up to 90 metres LOA.
Navigatus therefore considers these arrangements adequate.
It is further noted that the use of pontoons have the added benefit of enabling restricted
access to vessel for security reasons and enabling public safety rails to be positioned on the
wharf edge. There are current many examples of these benefits in the marinas around
Auckland and in the Viaduct Inner Basin.
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5.1.7. Required Tug Manoeuvring Area
As noted earlier all tankers at Wynyard Wharf (north) and some ships at Princes Wharf
berths PB and PC will require the assistance of tugs. An area of water must be kept clear of
obstacles to allow the tanker arrival and departure to be conducted safely.
POAL advise that for safe operations the:
•

Tanker clearance from wharf = 10 metres;

•

Towing line = 20 metres;

•

Tug length = 25 metres; and,

•

Tug clearance must be > 10 metres.

This is illustrated on Figure 5 below:

Figure 5- Tug Manoeuvring Area

The tug manoeuvring area required alongside the ship is therefore the sum of the ship
clearance, ship beam, towing line, tug length and tug clearance. That is 65 metres plus the
beam of the ship. The tug manoeuvring area required ahead or astern of the ship is the sum
of the tug clearance, tug length and towing line, which equates to 55 metres. However, it is
noted that in practice the aft tug will pull at an angle to keep the ship’s hull off the wharf,
therefore the area astern of the ship can be reduced to 50 metres.
5.1.7.1.

Wynyard Wharf

As explained above, the size of the wharf pocket at Wynyard (north) determines the
maximum size of tanker that can operate from that wharf - this is nominally 183m LOA and
32.2 metres on the beam. Therefore the tug manoeuvring area extends nominally 97.5
metres from the wharf; POAL have advised that a 100 metre wide area is therefore required.
There is a set of navigation lead marks (triangular day marks and lights positioned in line
with each other) denoting a transit line extending out from North Wharf into Freemans Bay,
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see Figure 6 below. This line acts as a visual guard against the shoaling water in Freemans
Bay and is currently used by POAL as a limit on the water available for tug manoeuvring.
This line extends beyond the minimum 100 metres width for tug manoeuvring area (as
above). POAL have indicated that they will continue to need to operate within the whole
manoeuvring area as indicated by the transit line.

Transit Line

Lead Marks

Figure 6 - Transit Lines

A 183-metre coastal tanker has an inner end meterage at 279-metre. Wynyard Wharf is
482.5 metres long, which means the stern of the tanker will lie 206.5 metres from the
northern end of the wharf. The tug manoeuvring area therefore extends 256.5 metres from
the northern end of the wharf.
5.1.7.2.

Princes Wharf

The largest vessels likely to use the western side of Princes Wharf and that require tug
assistance are the RNZN ANZAC class frigates, HMNZS TE MANA and HMNZS TE KAHA.
Both these ships have a beam of 15 metres. The required tug manoeuvring area therefore
extends out 80 metres from the wharf.
The ANZAC Class frigates have a LOA of 118 metres and they require at least 20 metres
between their bows and the end of the wharf to enable a suitable mooring line angle to be
maintained. Therefore, if positioned as far north as is practical, the southern extremity of a
frigate will lie 138 metres from the end of the wharf. The tug manoeuvring area therefore
extends to 188 metres from the northern end of the western side of Princes Wharf.
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5.1.8. Access to Mooring Lines
POAL personnel will require access to wharfs to secure vessel-mooring lines to suitable
bollards. The accepted clearance under the company’s Health and Safety system is
understood to be 6 metres.
5.1.8.1.

Wynyard Wharf

The mooring lines for a coastal tanker are substantial. POAL therefore use a small truck with
a capstan on the back to pull the lines to a suitable bollard. As a result they need a strip of
wharf pavement 6 metres wide clear of all obstacles. As noted above, a representative
coastal tanker has an inner end meterage at 279. POAL advise that the stern line bollard
needs to be at least 30 metres from the stern of the ship; this means the bollard needs to be
at meterage 249 or less. There is a suitable bollard at 238 meterage (244.5 metres from the
northern end of the wharf) and so POAL will require a clear strip of wharf pavement to this
point.
5.1.8.2.

Princes Wharf

It is noted that the current configuration of Princes Wharf allows safe access to mooring lines
for vessels berthed there. There are no plans to change the access to the wharf bollards and
so it is considered that safe access to handle mooring lines for vessels will continue.

5.1.9. Impact of Vessel Main Engine Thrust on Structures
Ships may have to use their main engines to provide thrust when arriving and departing their
berth. This is particularly important for petrochemical tankers where there is a requirement
for the ships to have their main engines ready at all times in case of an emergency.
POAL advise that the thrust from the main engine of a vessel like a coastal tanker is such
that it would be inadvisable to place any structures within 50 metres of the stern of a vessel.
It is however noted that vessels typically berth bows-south on both Wynyard Wharf (north)
and the western side of Princes Wharf and so the main propulsion propellers will typically be
seaward.

5.1.10.

Restricted Area Due to Tanker Operations

AS3846-20057 provides safety requirements and recommendations for facilities and
operations at ports where hazardous cargoes are handled. The tankers operating at
Wynyard Wharf carry hydrocarbon products in bulk and so are subject to this standard. The
standard states that no vessel or small craft shall approach within 25 metres of a ship at a
tanker berth, unless otherwise permitted by the port authority; the resulting edge of the
approach channel to the proposed Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace is shown by a broken
line on Figure 7. This currently applies and will not change with the AC36 developments.
However, the expected increase in traffic, including vessels crewed by visitors or infrequent
mariners, means that the Harbour Master may choose to ensure this is enforced more
7

AS3846-2005 The handling and transport of dangerous cargoes in port areas is an Australian
Standard. Its requirements are based on, and intended to complement, the International maritime
Organisation (IMO) Recommendations on the Safe Transport of Dangerous Cargoes and Related
Activities in Port Areas. As AS3846 is referenced in New Zealand Standard 5026: 2012 which relates
to the handling of dangerous goods in New Zealand.
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tightly, including by the laying of buoys while a tanker is alongside. It is noted that vessels
entering and departing Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace will have in excess of 40 metres
of clear water between the restricted zone and the Halsey Wharf breakwater. It is also noted
that vessels of greater than 500 GT are required to be under pilotage and as such each
person piloting a superyacht near a berthed tanker will have been qualified to do so at this
location and so will therefore be aware of this restriction. Similarly, the Marine Management
Plan is a suitable means of ensuring race teams are also aware of the 25-metre exclusion
distance.

5.1.11.

Aids to Navigation

The AC36 development in the Wynyard/Viaduct area will require modification to some
existing aids to navigation (buoys, posts, navigation lights etc.) e.g. the entrance fairway will
require marking with buoys similar to those currently in place. All such changes will be
developed in full consultation with, and will require the approval of, the Harbour Master.

5.1.12.
Summary of Navigational Constraints and Requirements –
Wynyard/Viaduct Area
•

Declared depth of 5.5 metres below Chart Datum;

•

Turning circle of:
○

1.5 x LOA of largest superyacht to operate within the basin;

○

63.5 metres for the longest J Class yacht (Whirlwind = 42.4 metres LOA);

○

34.4 metres for the AC36 race boats (22.9 metres maximum LOA).

•

Minimum clear width of a straight-track entrance of 36 metres;

•

Minimum clear width of an entrance with a turn is recommended to be 40 metres
(this in turn may set an operational constraint on the berthing of vessels near the
entrance to the Wynyard South Waterspace basin);

•

Turning circles, marina channel and entrance fairways to be clear of obstacles to
the declared depth.

•

Sheltered water;
○

Maximum wave of 0.1 metres for AC36 race boats’ berths;

○

Maximum wave (once per year) at 0.375 metres for head on waves and
0.19 metres for side on waves for other berths; 0.3 metres and 0.15 metres
respectively recommended.

•

Suitable floating pontoons are required for berthing team race boats and tenders,
event support boats, J Class yachts and visiting superyachts;

•

Wynyard Wharf tug manoeuvring area extends 256.5 metres from the northern
end of the wharf, with a width of 100 metres plus to west of existing marked
transit line;

•

Princes Wharf tug manoeuvring area extends 188 metres from the northern end
of the wharf, with a width of 80 metres;
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•

Mooring line access required for a 6-metre strip along Wynyard Wharf (north) to
the bollard 244.5 metres from the northern end of the wharf;

•

No in-water built structures within 50 metres of the southern extremity of berthed
vessels on Wynyard (north); and

•

Minimum of 6 metres of clear wharf deck along seaward edge of the wharf for
lines handling.

The navigational factors can be shown on a ‘constraints map’ covering the Wynyard Basin
area. This is shown at Appendix A.
Although beyond the scope of maritime navigation, it is noted that the 25-metre exclusion
zone around a berthed tanker may also impose constraints on any shore-side built structures
associated with the Proposal.

5.2. FFIRF – Wynyard Point
5.2.1. Requirements
The FFIRF will be used to house the Auckland-based fishing fleet and the Sealink RORO
ferry operation displaced from Wynyard Wharf area. Navigatus has been advised that the
requirements are as follows:
For the ferry operation:
•

Fairly sheltered waters to safely berth, and to load and unload vehicles and
passengers;

•

A ramp to allow two ferries to load and discharge vehicles;

•

Piles or similar structures to support and position the ferries whilst docked at the
ramp(s), and

•

Space and structures to berth a third ferry.

For the fishing fleets:
•

Sheltered waters to safely berth the vessels, allowing for loading, unloading and
occasional maintenance work on the vessel;

•

Pontoons to allow for crew access; and

•

Road access to allow vehicles to unload ice and load fish.

5.2.2. Swept Depths
The vessels will require sufficient depth of water to guarantee they will not impact the
seabed during all operations or while berthed, weather conditions and states of tide while
within the designated operating areas. A minimum clearance under the keel of 0.5 metres is
required under all conditions – this being achieved by dredging to account for the draught of
all current fishing fleet boats and operational limitations on any vessels of greater draught.
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5.2.3. Proposed FFIRF Arrangement
The proposed FFIRF arrangement is shown at Figure 8. This design gives approximately
112 metres of water between the northern and southern wharves. Dredged areas extend 45
metres south of the northern wharf8 and 30 metres north and south of the southern wharf.
This allows approximately 150 metres of dredged berthage on the southern wharf and 75
metres on the northern wharf. The drawing at the figure gives the overall layout and extent
while the exact berthing details within this area will be developed in the final design.

5.2.4. Ferry Berthing Requirements
The Sealink RORO ferries currently operating from the Wynyard Wharf (south) are the MV
SEABRIDGE (46.22 metres LOA x 15 metre beam), the MV SEAWAY II (37.9 metres LOA x
12 metre beam) and the MV ISLAND NAVIGATOR (38.5 metres LOA x 13.7 metre beam).
The RORO ferries using the proposed FFIRF will be able to approach directly from the main
Westhaven boat harbour entrance waterway (eastern entrance) to arrive and depart the
ramp and berthing area directly to the channel. Any berthing manoeuvring will be undertaken
prior to entry or after departing the FFIRF area.
It is noted that the approximately 37 metres shown between the dredged areas is sufficient
to enable two ferries to be berthed at the floating pontoon ramp(s) while not interfering with
fishing vessel berthing-manoeuvres. Berthing a third ferry between the wharves would
however restrict the area available for fishing vessels to turn-about in. While noting this,
there should be sufficient berthing-space within the FFIRF to support the Sealink operation.

5.2.5. Fishing Vessel Berthing
The largest fishing vessel envisaged to use the FFIRF is with the Sanford inshore fleet is
taken to be 32 metres LOA with a beam of 10 metres, and a draught of 5.2 metres. The
largest Sanford fishing vessel would therefore be able to turn-about in the northern wharf
dredged pocket in all states of the tide.
The northern side of the northern wharf allows additional unsheltered berthing for shallower
draught vessels.
The southern wharf is expected to be used by the AFP vessels, the largest of which is 20
metres LOA with a beam of approximately 6 metres. The largest AFP fishing vessel would
therefore be able to turn-about in the dredged pockets on this wharf in all states of the tide.
As stated above, if it is required to position a third ferry between the wharfs, this would
restrict the area available for fishing vessels to turn-about while berthing. However, unless
the design gives sufficient room for a fishing vessel to safely pass another berthed fishing
vessel, there would be an impact on wharf utilisation. If there is not sufficient water for fishing
vessels to turn-about in the FFIRF, these manoeuvres will need to be undertaken in the
Westhaven boat harbour entrance waterway prior to backing in. While not ideal, and

8

It is noted that the naming convention is such that wharves and quays run parallel to the shore and
unless wide enough for warehouses and similar, piers and jetties extend out from the shore.
Technically the wharfs quoted on the drawings and plans for the FFIRF should be referred to jetties.
However, to avoid confusion this report follows the drawings and plans in referring to the structures in
the FFIRF running out from shore as wharves.
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requiring coordination to prevent interfering with passing vessels, there is sufficient water
space to do so.
It is noted that the berthing pockets allow for two fishing vessels to berth alongside twoabreast.

5.2.6. Aids to Navigation
The FFIRF will likely need to have navigation lights at the end of each wharf. The design of
these navigation aids will be developed in consultation with, and will require the approval of,
the Harbour Master.

5.2.7. Summary of Navigational Constraints (FFIRF)
•

Draught restriction on vessels using the northern wharf is 5.5 metres as dredged
depth is 6.0 metres below chart datum.

•

Draught restriction on vessels using the southern wharf is 3.5 metres as dredged
depth is 4.0 metres below chart datum.
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6. General Public Safety
The detail design of what is proposed for the Proposal will need to comply with the
regulations and accepted practice for facilities of this kind and as such will not differ
materially from the current situation. Examples include where there is a pontoon positioned
alongside a wharf, that wharf has guardrails along its edge, and lifebuoys are positioned at
regular intervals along the water’s edge.
It is noted that the relocation of the fishing industry and ferry activities to the FFIRF can be
expected to reduce public exposure to hazards associated with these commercial activities.
Overall, the opportunity for new construction as well as the relocation of commercial activity
can be expected to result in an increase in general public safety.
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7. Effects on Existing Maritime Users
7.1. General Maritime Traffic
It is expected that the AC36 and its supporting events will see a notable increase in both
recreational and commercial small boat traffic in the Waitematā Harbour in much the same
way as prior events such as previous America’s Cup regattas and the annual Auckland
Regatta. These have been effectively managed and similar planning can be expected to be
effective for future events.
The legacy effect of the AC36 development is not expected to see an overall increase in the
maritime traffic in the harbour. It is noted that the BECA maritime traffic survey discussed
earlier stated that only 1.7% of the vessels recorded as using the Waitematā Harbour
entered into Freemans Bay. Any increase in Freemans Bay can be expected to be well
within manageable levels.

7.2. Viaduct Basin Users
Viaduct Basin users will see an increase in traffic during AC36 and its supporting events.
This will require a range of vessel traffic control measures to be implemented similar to those
employed for prior events.
The race team buildings either side of the entrance will impair visibility for vessels entering
and leaving the basin. The Base 2 buildings are understood to be temporary and so will only
present a visual impairment while in place. Being permanent, the ETNZ buildings will
continue to restrict visibility to some extent after the event. It is understood that Viaduct
Harbour Control will be resourced and enhanced accordingly to address this – by manning
and by either moving the control point or by means of remote cameras. It is of note that the
entrance is actively controlled and that all vessels must call on VHF prior to entering the
Viaduct. The suggested enhancement would be in line with that expected of any similar
maritime facility.
Those operations immediately displaced by the AC36 operations will need alternative berths,
possibly within the Viaduct Harbour and Lighter Quay area. Most vessels can be expected to
remain based in the area during construction of the AC36 facilities and the various race
events, and into the future. These craft will require access to and from the Waitematā
Harbour.

7.3. Local Fishing Fleet
It is proposed that the Wynyard based fishing fleets will be relocated to the FFIRF during the
AC36 event. This facility will provide sufficient alongside berthing to support their activity and
could potentially offer some advantages over the current exposed location.
Users of the Wynyard Wharf area, including elements of the fishing fleet will benefit from the
breakwaters that will form part of the new facility.
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7.4. Wynyard Wharf Tanker Operations
As the proposed breakwaters protecting the Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace will impinge
on the existing manoeuvring area. POAL have advised that there will need to be some
operating restrictions on the Wynyard Wharf (north) tanker operations to address the tighter
manoeuvring area. POAL has indicated that these operational limitations will relate to tidal
currents and wind speeds. A tidal window of 1 hour each side of the tide has been
suggested. This equates to tankers having to restrict berthing to a total of 8 hours within 24.
Wind restrictions are routine and tide related restrictions not uncommon for commercial ports
and similar restrictions apply at other ports in New Zealand.
The existing nominal 183-metre LOA limitation is the result of the current dredged wharf
pocket. POAL advise that they have no plans to increase the size of the pocket and so the
183 metre LOA limitation will be unaffected by the Proposal.

7.5. Sealink Ferry Operations
As part of the development, the ferry operations are planned to move permanently to the
new FFIRF on the west side of Wynyard Reclaim.
The FFIRF will allow for the safe operation of up to three ferries; two will be able to use the
ramp(s) simultaneously, and one will be able to berth elsewhere within the facility. Ferries
using the facility will be at least as sheltered from wave and wake as they are in their current
location.

7.6. Seaplane Operations
As part of the development of the Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace, the current seaplane
operations will need to be relocated. Navigatus has been advised that discussions are in
hand between Panuku and the operator to confirm a suitable alternative location for this
operation.

7.7. Princes Wharf Operations
The AC36 development will ensure that vessels berthing at and departing from the western
side of Princes Wharf will have sufficient water space for tug and vessel manoeuvring. The
impact of the AC36 development on Princes Wharf operations will therefore be minimal.

7.8. Users of the Maritime Museum Area
The AC36 development will see the floating crane at the northern end of the Maritime
Museum replaced by a permanent breakwater. Navigation in the area will therefore remain
largely the same and water conditions somewhat improved.
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7.9. Westhaven Boat Harbour Recreational and Marine Industry
Users
The FFIRF will be built on the eastern shore line of the main entrance to the Westhaven boat
harbour (Westhaven Marina / St Mary’s Bay area). It is noted that the facility is sized to
ensure it does not impinge on the designated fairway that provides the access to the boat
harbour. The physical facility will therefore not have any direct effect on users of the existing
maritime facilities.
The Sealink ferries typically carry out four return journeys per day and the fishing fleet a
similar number of daily movements. These voyages will increase the traffic using the boat
harbour entrance. Given that Westhaven is a large, busy area, the effect of the relatively few
additional vessel movements will be limited.
It is intended that the fishing fleets will be relocated only for the duration of the AC36
development and event. Any impact on the users of the Westhaven boat harbour area due
to the fishing fleet will therefore be temporary.
As noted above it can be expected that the AC36 and its supporting events will see a
notable increase in both recreational traffic in the Waitematā Harbour during the events
associated with the America’s Cup. Much of this increase will be from vessels that operate
from the Westhaven boat harbour. While the development of the FFIRF will see some
increase in commercial traffic into this area, this increase will be limited. Given the proper
management of the entrance channel area (under the normal oversight of the Harbour
Master), there is little reason to suggest that this increase cannot be effectively managed.

7.10. Construction Activities
The construction of the infrastructure supporting AC36 and the associated seabed activities
such as dredging and pile driving will be a significant undertaking. The marine element will
include the extensive use of maritime assets such as barges and so will markedly increase
the traffic in the area of the construction sites.
POAL currently carry out maintenance dredging of the seabed in the vicinity of the Wynyard
Wharf. Indeed, it is of note that construction and infrastructure maintenance activity is
comparatively commonplace in the Waitematā Harbour and that it is routinely managed by
the contractors and overseen by the Harbour Masters’ office. Mariners are informed of this
activity by the Harbour Master’s office through channels such as Temporary Notices to
Mariners. The construction activity for AC36 will require similar notification and management
within these established procedures and routine protocols.
The risk mitigation practices used to manage vessels engaged in construction work is now
usually framed by a Safety Management Plan (SMP) that includes requirements such as; the
showing of day mark, placement of buoys and temporary beacon lights, the shielding or use
of other means to prevent glare and reflection or confusion with navigation lights from
construction related lights and area flood lighting, as well as operational communications –
the SMP type of approach has proven effective and is now a routine expectation. It is
anticipated that purpose developed maritime SMPs will be required by the Harbour Master to
cover construction related on-water activity.
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Given the increase in traffic due to the construction, and the resultant complexity in traffic
flow, it would be prudent to de-conflict the current ferry and fishing operations to the extent
possible. This should be accomplished by suitable project and operational management
plans governing the programing of the developments and controlling construction areas and
associated marine traffic.
The construction activities will be confined to the Freemans Bay, Wynyard/Viaduct Area and
the western shoreline of Wynyard Point. It is understood that a staging area may be
established within POAL managed areas to the east. This will lead to higher traffic moving
east-west through the harbour. However, it is considered that this will be manageable
through routine traffic management so that it does not impinge on, or affect, the main traffic
flow in the Waitematā Harbour.
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8. Summary of Effects - Existing Maritime Users
The following summarises the overall effects of the Proposal as described before:
•

•

•

•

Viaduct Harbour users:
o

Navigational visibility – Some restriction in navigational visibility for vessels
transiting the Viaduct Harbour entrance. This can be managed by the
proposed enhancement to the marina operational control.

o

Water conditions – There is expected to be a useful improvement in the water
conditions within the Outer Viaduct Harbour Basin.

o

Navigational access – The proposed dredging of the entrance channel will
improve safe access to the Viaduct Harbour.

o

Berth availability – By creating additional sheltered berthage in the Wynyard
area, existing recreational and commercial users can be expected to benefit.

Halsey North and Wynyard Wharf users:
o

Ferries – With its direct-in berthing, and purpose designed road access, the
proposed FFIRF facilities will offer a notably better operating location than the
currently constrained corner of the Wynyard area.

o

Fishing vessels – The period of the event will require the local fishing fleets to
relocate to the FFIRF, which should offer comparable or improved conditions
to their current location. The shelter offered within the proposed Wynyard
Wharf South Waterspace together with the pontoon access, will offer a
notably improved operating facility for the small and mid sized fishing vessels
compared to the currently exposed berths.

o

Tankers – The handling of tankers will become somewhat more constrained
in that one of the proposed breakwaters impinges into the existing tug
manoeuvring area. This impact will result in the need to impose operational
limits on the state of tide during which tankers may berth at Wynyard Wharf
(north).

Other users of Freemans Bay:
o

Maritime Museum – The water are used by the museum will be calmer and so
more suitable for the on-water berthing of historical vessels.

o

The removal of the historic floating crane will avoid the need to have large
anchors placed off Princes Wharf and hence reduce the chance of fouling.

Westhaven boat harbour users:
o

The effect in terms of on water congestion or interaction of the relatively few
additional vessel movements in the main (eastern) entrance to the
Westhaven boat harbour area will be limited.

o

Similarly, any impact on the users of the Westhaven boat harbour area due to
the relocation of the fishing fleet activity will be limited and temporary.
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Other Waitematā Harbour users:
o

Except during construction when there may be the need to transport
construction materials by barge, there should be no discernible impact on
harbour users.

To ensure safe use of the ongoing maritime activity in the Viaduct Harbour and Wynyard
Wharf South Waterspace, the operations should be subject to a formal management plan.
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9. Summary of Effects – Maritime Legacy
9.1. Viaduct and Wynyard
The creation of the Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace together with larger wharf area near
the Viaduct Outer Basin will result in improved maritime utility for a wide range of maritime
activity in the Auckland waterfront are that will create a beneficial maritime utility legacy;
•

Extended sheltered berthing areas for commercial users;

•

Separation of heavy commercial and recreational activities;

•

Simplified and hence safer navigational access to Viaduct Harbour;

•

Retention of existing coastal tanker facilities for as long as the petrochemical
facilities will remain in the Wynyard area;

•

All current activities will be able to continue;

•

Increased opportunity for the public to safely view maritime activities including
the ETNZ Base and associated attractions;

•

Larger shore area near to the Viaduct Harbour Outer Basin and the new
Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace thus enhancing utility for Boat Show and
other maritime events; and,

•

Potentially de-conflicting the existing seaplane operation from other activities.

9.2. Ferry Relocation
The creation of the FFIRF will result in improved maritime utility for vehicle ferry operations
in the city area and so form a beneficial legacy.
•

Purpose designed berthing and loading utility;

•

Separation of ferry traffic from a busy public area; and,

•

Improved ferry terminal facilities.
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Plan Views of Freemans Bay and FFIRF Areas
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Appendix A.
Appendix A.1. Freemans Bay

Figure 7 below shows the Freemans Bay area including the Wynyard / Halsey Wharf area and the Viaduct Outer Basin. This plan is overlaid by
coloured areas that represent the various usable maritime areas constraining the design options or enabled by the Proposal.

The Wynyard water space is intended to be allocated to race competitors, support boats and team-associated superyachts. J class yachts, are
to be berthed in the Viaduct Outer Basin.

The buoyed entrance channel to the Viaduct Harbour can be seen extending northward from the entrance and opening out to the east.

Appendix A.2. FFIRF

Figure 8 below shows the FFIRF area that consists of two wharfs extending out to the west and the area for ferry loading ramps positioned
between them. The dredged areas that can be seen to the south of the northern wharf and north and south of the southern wharf structure are
required to ensure access for the fishing boats regardless of the state of the tide.
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Figure 7 – Plan of Wynyard Wharf South Waterspace, outer Viaduct and Freemans Bay maritime areas
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Figure 8 - Plan of the FFIRF facilities
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